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Topic General Overview
Data mining and clustering is becoming  smarter and faster. Information retrieval is requesting the software world to develop

exploratory textual display. Clustering is an essential machine learning method. There are supervised and unsupervised clustering 

algorithms. Unsupervised algorithms are still raw in a sense that more has to be done on and mostly focused on too.

IBM’s TIARA provides topic analysis with unsupervised topic modeling to cluster it and semantically latent it using LDA (Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation). And the text visualization that uses it is designed to visually analyze text analytics that previously were collected 

in clusters and injected by KDD (Knowledge Discovery of Data). 

Problem Statement
- Expansion of TIARA‘s visual analytic system 

dimensions 

- Addition of geographical topology to its time-height 

algorithm 

- Change the existing software to make it smart and 

able to analyze the large collection of texts by its 

geographical distribution
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TIARA’s Multiple Corpora Time-Varying
Cluster mining evolution is taking different solutions for text analytics. As the title proposes, the 

evolutionary hierarchical Dirichlet processes (evoHDP) is an analysis of set of correlated time-

varying data where it discovers cluster patterns that evolve within a corpus or with other corpora, 

emerge and disappears. evoHDP extends HDP. Time is involved in scaling the dependencies to 

build HDP for multiple corpora into adjacent epochs.
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Proposed geoTIARA’s Multiple Corpora Time-Space-Varying
p-evoHDP (Post evoHDP) will expand the architecture that will generate a cluster of 

geographic indexed topic. Visualization will be coded to display it afterwards into a 3D 

representation. DP HDP  evoHDP  p-evoHDP
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Future Works 
To make KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Data) smarter 

To find space field theories for clusters 
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China, Beijing – PIRE Summer 2010
The seven weeks I spent in Beijing were amazing. Social life, 

nature, Chinese tradition and ambition to achieve were key 

enjoyment that I had while there. Seven weeks were not 

even enough to take a sip from years of culture that it exist. I 

enjoyed communicating with people, sometimes not even 

talking, just with self expressing signs that were funny just to 

get to the point with big smiles on our faces. I had a personal 

and educational growths with PIRE Program. My old 

thoughts got linked with what I experienced at IBM. I can see 

mathematical solutions for clustering architecture. 

IBM - China Built in 1995, very fast growing business that is doing an excellent job in patents and software designs. 

There was a very fast communication, anything I asked for was immediately provided. IBM is in Shanghai also.

Great Wall of China It was fascinating to see a work of human beings that took dozens of years to built it & lasted 

centuries, long enough for me to have the opportunity to set a foot. It is a place that inspires about the will & the hard work.

Long Qing Xia

Located 50 miles north of 

Beijing. It is one of the 

most beautiful sites of 

nature in China. Going in 

between the mountains 

with a boat on the river that 

its water is reserved. It’s a 

magical place to visit that is 

unforgettable.    

Tsinghua 

University
One of the oldest 

universities of China, 

built in 1911. it is the 

most advanced among 

others in the country. I 

was charmed with its 

beautiful campus & 

specially its library that 

was built in 1919.


